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Must Watch: Full Trailer For RESIDENT EVIL: RETRIBUTION
I see an expanded budget here! Looking good too.
After the last installment in the franchise I called for more
"zombies" and less super-powered creatures and it
appears that my wishes are being met! I see hordes of
zombies in the new full trailer for RESIDENT EVIL:
RETRIBUTION and plenty of action, complete with a
revisit to Alice's family memories. But were her
memories true or implanted?

And of course, Michelle Rodriguez is so welcome
back! She needs to stay in future movies please. :-) 

RESIDENT EVIL: RETRIBUTION is shot in native 3D
on 3ality Technica rigs so expect the best in visuals!

Here's the official storyline for the movie:

The Umbrella Corporation’s deadly T-virus continues to ravage the Earth, transforming the global population into legions of
the flesh eating Undead. The human race’s last and only hope, Alice (Milla Jovovich), awakens in the heart of Umbrella’s
most clandestine operations facility and unveils more of her mysterious past as she delves further into the complex. Without
a safe haven, Alice continues to hunt those responsible for the outbreak; a chase that takes her from Tokyo to New York,
Washington, D.C. and Moscow, culminating in a mind-blowing revelation that will force her to rethink everything that she
once thought to be true. Aided by new found allies and familiar friends, Alice must fight to survive long enough to escape a
hostile world on the brink of oblivion. The countdown has begun.
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RESIDENT EVIL: RETRIBUTION opens on September 14.
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